Reduce Breakdowns. Increase Tire Life.

Digital Tire Monitoring Fit for Any Fleet.

ContiConnect™ Yard
Home Fleet Solution

Key Features

- Real time tire alerts when vehicle is within range of the ContiConnect™ Yard
- Digital tire monitoring for the entire fleet with just one device

ContiConnect™ Yard – the digital tire monitoring service designed to help centrally located fleets monitor their tires at regular intervals. The Yard reader device can be mounted stationary or mobile on a service truck or van, providing flexibility for many applications. Once active, the data collected from your tire sensors offers actionable insights to reduce tire failures, improve safety performance on the road and extend life of tires, resulting in significant savings for any fleet that regularly returns to dedicated checkpoints.

Scan the QR code or contact your Continental representative for more information!

Need a Representative? Call us at 1 (800) 450-3187.